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Abstra t
We onsider the design of multi ast networks when both edges and nodes are sel sh agents. Our obje tive is
a budget-balan ed, strategy-proof me hanism whi h sele ts the set of lients to re eive servi e and onstru ts
a network to provide the servi e. It extra ts payments from the lients and pays edges to parti ipate in the
network, and aims to maximize pro t from the transa tion. We introdu e the notion of pro t guaranteeing
me hanisms, and show the existen e of one su h me hanism. The me hanism provides guarantees of the
form that in a suÆ iently pro table market, it obtains some fra tion of the obtainable pro t, and if the
market is suÆ iently unpro table, then the me hanism demonstrates that no pro table solution exists. The
me hanism runs in polynomial time. To our knowledge, this is the rst study of me hanisms for designing
multi ast networks in whi h edge values are unknown.
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1 Introdu tion
The design of multi ast networks in a game-theoreti setting has re eived a lot of attention among resear hers
re ently. Given a network with a distinguished node (root) and lients at other nodes, the problem is to
sele t a set of users for servi e and onstru t a multi ast tree onne ting these users to the root. Clients are
willing to pay some maximum amount of money for re eiving the servi e and agents owning edges harge a
minimum fee for parti ipating (known as their values). The task is to harge fees from lients and pay agents
owning the edges so as to maximize pro t from the transa tion. The problem was introdu ed by Herzog, et
al [9℄.
From an optimization perspe tive, given a graph with values asso iated with nodes ( lients) and edges,
this problem redu es to nding a subset of the graph that maximizes the sum of values of sele ted nodes
minus the sum of values of sele ted edges (this is the eÆ ien y/surplus of the solution). This problem is
known to be NP-hard [5℄.
Several variants of the problem have been studied in the approximation algorithms literature. Most
notable is the Prize Colle ting Steiner Tree (PCST) problem, whi h is to nd a subset that minimizes the
ost of sele ted edges plus the values of the nodes that are not sele ted. For the optimal solution, this is
the same as maximizing eÆ ien y. However, in terms of approximation, the two problems are di erent. In
parti ular, the problem of maximizing eÆ ien y is inapproximable in polynomial time (as we show in a later
se tion), whereas Goemans, et al [8℄ a hieve a 2-approximation for PCST.
From a game theory perspe tive, the problem be omes harder as we now have to pay (sel sh) edges
and harge (sel sh) nodes in su h a way that they reveal their values truthfully. So far game theorists
have studied a simpler subproblem in whi h edge osts are known [3, 5, 10, 13℄. The obje tives for this
subproblem have been two-fold: to re over the ost of onstru ting the network from the nodes (Budget
Balan e), and to output the most eÆ ient solution { where the di eren e between the total value of sele ted
nodes and total ost of sele ted edges is maximized. It is well known that the two obje tives annot be met
simultaneously [13, 4℄.
For this subproblem, two kinds of me hanisms have been proposed. The rst kind output the most
eÆ ient solution (albeit in exponential time or for simple networks su h as trees[5, 13℄), but are unable to
re over the ost of edges from nodes. The se ond kind [10℄ are budget balan ed and o asionally make a
pro t. However, they give no guarantee on the eÆ ien y loss of the solution.
In this paper, we study the problem from a di erent perspe tive. We aim to maximize the pro t from
the solution, and we do so when edge osts are unknown (edges are owned by sel sh agents). We all this
the Extended Multi asting Game.
The extended multi asting game has a avor very similar to dual au tions. It is well known that in
dual au tions, no reasonable approximation to eÆ ien y an be a hieved without making distributional
assumptions about the input. M Afee [12℄ and later Tatur [15℄ have shown that using the assumption that
all bidders derive their values from a ommon distribution, it is possible to a hieve almost a 1 1=n fra tion
of the maximum eÆ ien y by using a simple dire t au tion that reje ts the least eÆ ient trade.
Fiat et al [6℄ were the rst ones to onsider the question of pro t maximization in the ontext of multiasting games. However, like others they dealt with the ase when edge osts are known. Their me hanism
either needs to be provided with the multi ast tree, or it needs exponential time to onstru t the tree. They
propose pro t maximizing au tions and suggest that these ould be used at every node to maximize pro t
in the multi asting game. There has been no further work in this area to our knowledge.

1.1 Our results
Our obje tive is a truthful polynomial time me hanism whi h aims to maximize the pro t while onstru ting
a multi ast network. To get around the inapproximability of the problem, our me hanism outputs an
approximately pro table solution if the optimal solution is suÆ iently pro table. If the optimal (non-trivial)
solution is suÆ iently unpro table, we demonstrate that no pro table solution exists. For other ases, we
output a non-negative pro t solution but give no guarantee for the amount of pro t obtained. Sin e pro t is
always bounded above by the eÆ ien y of the solution, our me hanism also gives guarantees for the eÆ ien y
of the solution when the optimal solution is suÆ iently pro table. It also satis es other desirable properties
su h as CS, IR and NPT (des ribed in the next se tion). We all su h a me hanism a pro t guaranteeing
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me hanism. We make no assumptions on the distribution from whi h the utilities of the agents are drawn;
however, we use a notion of ompetitiveness of the input, and justify the need for it. We also show that any
me hanism that seeks to maximize pro t must be of the same general form as our me hanism.
The rest of this paper is stru tured as follows. In the following se tion, we de ne the problem and
dis uss related work, some of whi h we use in our results. In Se tion 3, we des ribe some hardness results.
Motivated by these, we de ne riteria for evaluating pro t maximizing me hanisms in Se tion 4. We also
dis uss some general properties that any pro t maximizing me hanism must have. Then in Se tion 4.2,
we give a pro t maximizing me hanism for the ase of unknown edge values and known node values. In
Se tion 4.3, we extend this me hanism to handle the ase of unknown node values when there is suÆ ient
ompetition among lients at nodes. Finally in Se tion 4.4, we give a budget balan ed me hanism for the
situation where there is not enough ompetition among lients. We on lude in Se tion 5.

2 Problem De nition and Related Work
We are given a graph G = (V; E ), with a root node r 2 V (the multi ast sour e). Ea h node ontains a set
of lients, ea h with a private value (utility) ui for re eiving the multi ast. The utility of a node is the sum
of utilities of lients at the node. Let U denote the total utility of all lients in the graph. Ea h edge is also
owned by an agent who has a private value e for its parti ipation ost.
The multi aster is required to implement a me hanism that takes the following inputs: all lients bid the
maximum amount that they are willing to pay for re eiving the servi e and all edges bid their minimum asks
for parti ipating in the solution. The multi aster then omputes a solution that onsists of a set of lients
that re eive the servi e, a set of edges that onne t these lients to the root node and a ve tor of fees taken
from the lients (pi ) and payments made to the edges (pe ). Any residual money is the multi aster's pro t,
whi h we wish to maximize.
Formally, let T denote a multi ast tree; TV and TE respe tively denote the set of sele ted nodes and
edges. Also, de ne p(TV ) = i2TV pi and p(TE ) = e2TE pe . In terms of the original utilities of the
agents, we also de ne u(TV ) (abbreviated u(T )) and (TE ) (abbreviated (T )). The pro t of the solution
is  (T ) = p(TV ) p(TE ). We assume that all agents are rational (sel sh) and wish to maximize their own
pro t. For a lient i and a bid ve tor b, let pi (b) denote the payment asked from the lient. We use indi ator
variables 1i2TV (1e2TE ) whi h are 1 if node i (edge e) is sele ted for servi e, and 0 otherwise. The lient bids
argmaxbi fui 1i2TV pi (b)g. Similarly, edge e bids argmaxbe fpe (b) e 1e2TE g.
A me hanism is strategy-proof (SP) if for all lients i, bi = ui is a dominant strategy irrespe tive of the
bids of other agents and for all edges, be = e is a dominant strategy. Formally, for all i and all ve tors
b, ui 2 argmaxbi fui 1i2TV pi (b)g, and for all edges e 2 argmaxbe fpe (b) e 1e2TE g. We only onsider
strategy-proof me hanisms.
The following are some natural onstraints whi h any me hanism must satisfy:

P

P

1. No Positive Transfers (NPT): We must not pay lients to parti ipate; i.e., pi
Similarly, pe  0 for all edges e.

 0 for all

lients i.

2. Individual Rationality (IR), also alled Voluntary Parti ipation: Every parti ipating agent must have
non-negative net utility. That is, pi  ui 8i 2 V , and pe  e 8e 2 E .
3. Consumer Sovereignty (CS): For every lient i, if ui is in reased high enough and all else is held
onstant, then lient i is guaranteed servi e. There is no notion of CS for edges.
4. Polynomial Time Computability (PC): All omputation is done in polynomial time.
There are two other obje tives whi h are ru ial, but an be ompromised to some extent.
1. EÆ ien y: The eÆ ien y of a solution T is (T ) = u(T ) (T ). It follows from IR and NPT that the
pro t of a solution is always at most the eÆ ien y of the solution, that is,  (T )  (T ). Hen e if we
generate a solution with non-negative pro t, then the eÆ ien y of the solution is also non-negative. A
me hanism is alled eÆ ient if it outputs argmaxT (T ). Let T  denote the most eÆ ient solution.
2

2. Budget Balan e (BB): A strong version of BB requires that  (T ) = 0. However, in the ontext of pro t
maximization, we relax this to  (T )  0.

2.1 Related Work
The eld of algorithmi me hanism design was brought into fo us by Nisan and Ronen [14℄. They onsider
strategy-proof me hanisms for the shortest path problem (among others). They use the VCG me hanism,
and show that in the worst ase, the me hanism overpays the sele ted edges by an O(n) fa tor of their
ost. Ar her and Tardos [1℄ extend that result and show that any strategy-proof me hanism in the lass of
min-fun tion me hanisms must also overpay by the same fa tor.

The MST Game. Fortunately, this overpayment is not a problem for the minimum spanning tree prob-

lem. MST is a subproblem of our problem, that assumes that every node must be onne ted to the root.
Bikh handani, et al [2℄ give an elegant strategy-proof me hanism (whi h we all the VST me hanism) based
on the Vi krey au tion [16℄. Essentially, if an edge is sele ted in the MST, its payment is the ost of the
se ond- heapest edge a ross the ut indu ed by the sele ted edge. We all this the Vi krey pri e of the edge
that is sele ted in the MST. Edges whi h are not sele ted are paid nothing. We make use of this result to
indu e truthfulness of edges, using the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The VST me hanism is strategy-proof even if only a subtree T 0  MST is sele ted, so long as
the de ision pro ess for determining T 0 uses the tree's Vi krey pri es as its edge osts.
Proof: An edge whi h is not in the MST annot get sele ted by bidding higher; if it bids lower, it an get
sele ted only at a Vi krey pri e lower than its own utility, resulting in a loss. An edge whi h is in the MST
annot gain by bidding lower, sin e it is paid its Vi krey pri e whi h is independent of it. By bidding higher,
it may get dropped.
Further, Vi krey payments are determined by edges whi h are not in the MST; hen e, by hanging its
bid, an edge in the MST annot a e t the Vi krey payment to any other edge in the MST.
2
Another spe ial ase of the extended multi ast problem is when edge osts are known and all agents are
at the nodes. Moulin and Shenker [13℄ study this problem in great detail, reviewing various EÆ ient and
BB me hanisms in luding the Marginal Cost (ea h node is harged the marginal ost of serving it), and
Shapley Value (the ost of ea h edge is distributed equally to ea h node downstream of it) me hanisms.
Feigenbaum, et al [5℄ onsider the omputational ost of these me hanisms, and show them to be feasible
only on tree networks. Jain and Vazirani [10℄ give an approximate budget-balan ed group strategyproof
me hanism whi h is polynomial time for any network and also gives a ost-sharing fun tion for the nodes.

Can ellable Au tions. The re ent resear h on an ellable au tions by Fiat, et al [6℄ is also of note. An
au tion is an ellable if the au tioneer has the option of an eling the au tion if some pre-spe i ed riterion
(su h as minimum revenue) is not met, and this does not a e t the strategy of the parti ipants. The notion
of an ellability is helpful in multi ast network problems be ause it allows for pruning of the multi ast tree
based on revenue a hieved from nodes while still retaining truthfulness. Fiat, et al give a randomized au tion
that is an ellable and when run with at least two bidders, is guaranteed to generate at least 14 th of the
revenue a hievable by any truthful au tion. We use the au tion devised by them in one of our me hanisms
in Se tion 4.3.
The Prize olle ting Steiner tree problem. The Prize olle ting Steiner tree problem (PCST) is losely
related to the problem of nding a maximum eÆ ien y multi ast tree. Given (G; ; u; r), the obje tive of
PCST is to nd a tree T whi h minimizes P C (T ) = (T ) + u(T ), where u(T ) is the sum of utilities of
nodes not in the tree. For any tree T , we have P C (T ) = U (T ), so that the two problems are equivalent
from an optimization point of view. We use  to denote the approximation ratio of some algorithm whi h
approximates PCST. Goemans and Williamson [8℄ give a  = (2 jV 1j 1 )-approximation, the best known so
far. We refer to their algorithm as GW, and use it in our work; a des ription of the algorithm as well as
proofs of the following useful lemmas appear in the appendix.
3

Lemma 2 Let T be the solution produ ed when GW runs on (G; ; u; r). Let G0 be the subgraph of G indu ed
by TV . Then GW ontinues to output T when run on (G0 ; ; u; r).
Lemma 3 Let G0 be obtained from G by in reasing the ost of a single edge e from e to 0e . Then the set
of nodes sele ted in the GW solution to G0 is a subset of the set of nodes sele ted in G. Moreover, if e was
not part of the solution in G, then it is not part of the solution in G0 either.

3 Hardness
It is well known that it is impossible to simultaneously a hieve EÆ ien y and BB for a large lass of
me hanism design problems [4, 13, 14℄. The multi asting problem is more notorious, as it is NP-hard to
determine the most eÆ ient solution, even when u and are known. In fa t it is also NP-hard to ompute
whether or not a non-trivial positive eÆ ien y solution exists. This was rst proved in [5℄. We provide an
alternate proof here, whi h leads to a stronger hardness of approximation result.

Theorem 4 Given a graph G = (V; E ) with a root node r 2 V , non-negative node utilities ui , and nonnegative edge osts e , it is NP- omplete to determine whether there exists a tree T rooted at r su h that
(T ) > 0. Hen e it is also impossible to approximate (T ) within any fa tor at all.
Proof: We use a redu tion from the de ision version of PCST to prove this. The de ision version, also
NP-hard, is to determine if there exists a tree T rooted at r with (T ) + u(T )  z (given z < U ).
We onstru t a new graph G0 by taking a opy of G and adding a new node r0 . There is only one new
edge, (r; r0 ) of ost U z . De ne the natural bije tion between trees in G rooted at r and trees in G0 rooted
at r0 by T (2 G) 7! T 0 (2 G0 ). It is easy to see the following relation: (T )+ u(T ) < z () u(T 0 ) (T 0 ) > 0.
Hen e a polynomial time algorithm whi h de ides the existen e of a solution of positive eÆ ien y implies a
polynomial time algorithm for the de ision version of PCST. Sin e an approximation algorithm for eÆ ien y
would still be able to de ide whether or not there exists a tree with positive eÆ ien y, it is also impossible
to approximate eÆ ien y within any fa tor.
2
The following impossibility result due to Feigenbaum, et al [4℄ states that we annot a hieve a reasonable
trade-o between EÆ ien y and BB even if exponential omputation is allowed. This result holds even when
edge osts are known and G is a tree. For ompleteness, we in lude a proof sket h.

Theorem 5 A strategy-proof me hanism for multi ast ost sharing satisfying NPT, IR and CS annot
a hieve both -approximate eÆ ien y and -approximate budget balan e for any onstants and .
Proof Sket h: Consider a network in whi h there are p lients at a node, ea h with utility u and there is a
single link from the root to the node of ost (p 1)u + Æ with Æ > 0. Any -approximate eÆ ient solution
must in lude all the p lients even if one of them lowers its bid to Æ +  < u. Thus for SP, the me hanism
an harge at most Æ from ea h user. The me hanism an make at most pÆ from lients and pays at least
(p 1)u + Æ to the edge. Thus for appropriate values of u and Æ , it fails to be -approximate budget balan ed.

2

Comment 1 Noti e that if we take p = 2 in the above example, then even though the optimal solution is
highly eÆ ient ((T )  12 U ), any budget balan ed me hanism satisfying SP and other properties must output
the empty solution and will fail to give any approximation to eÆ ien y.

Theorem 4 suggests that we should try to a hieve an approximation for pro t at least in the ase
when we are guaranteed that a suÆ iently pro table solution exists. This motivates our de nition of pro t
guaranteeing me hanisms in the next se tion. In order to de ne the ante edent that a \suÆ iently pro table
solution exists", we need a notion of the maximum revenue that an be raised from the input. In parti ular,
for every node i, we let ri denote the maximum revenue that any strategy-proof me hanism an raise from
the agents at that node1 . Note that this may be mu h less than the total utility at the node, but is a more
reasonable target to ompare with. R denotes the sum of ri over all nodes, and r(T ) = i2T ri .

P

1 For

a dis ussion of the maximum revenue that

an be raised, refer to [6℄
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4 Pro t Guaranteeing Me hanisms
Given su h strong hardness results, it is not immediately lear how the performan e of a me hanism for
designing multi ast networks should be measured. We give the following de nition for a pro t guaranteeing
me hanism that we use as a yardsti k in evaluating our me hanisms.

2 [0; 1℄ and  1, satis

De nition 1 An ( ; )-pro t guaranteeing me hanism, where
riteria:

es the following

1. SP, IR, NPT, CS, and PC.
2. If the optimal eÆ ien y (T  ) = (1 Æ )R, where Æ < , it nds a tree with pro t at least k (Æ )R where
k(Æ)  0 is de reasing in Æ.
(k (Æ ) in reases as (T  ) in reases).
3. If for every tree T , (T )  r(T ), it demonstrates that no non-trivial positive surplus tree exists.
4. If neither of the onditions in 2 and 3 above are met, the me hanism returns a solution with nonnegative pro t (possibly the trivial solution, with no node served and no edges sele ted).

From Theorem 4, it is lear that it is impossible to obtain a me hanism that is ( ; )-pro t guaranteeing
with either = 1 or = 1. From omment 1 we also get that  12 . The best that an be done is to obtain
as large and as small as possible.
We begin with a hara terization of a me hanism that aims to maximize pro t. Observe that without
making any distributional assumptions, for a me hanism to be strategy-proof, the payments made to edges
and re eived from lients should be bid-independent [1, 6℄. That is, for an edge e, pe should be a fun tion of
be 6=e and bi2V . Similarly, pi should be a fun tion of be2E and bi 6=i .
Now onsider the following example: there is a single lient i onne ted by a single edge e to the root.
The lient's utility is u and the edge's ost is . If  u, every me hanism outputs the empty solution.
Consider the ase when < u. In order to indu e strategy-proofness, we must harge the lient pi = pi ( )
and pay the edge pe = pe (u), where pi and pe are non de reasing fun tions with pi ( )  and pe (u)  u.
Also, the me hanism should output an empty solution if pi ( ) < pe (u). Sin e pi and pe are non de reasing,
given a value of , if we in rease the value of u, the pro t made by the me hanism de reases or stays the
same. On the other hand, the eÆ ien y of the solution in reases. Thus su h a me hanism annot a hieve
pro t that is a onstant fra tion of the eÆ ien y of the optimal solution. This justi es our argument that
we annot ompare our me hanism's performan e with the maximum eÆ ien y; instead, we should ompare
it with some other measure of the maximum a hievable pro t.
The next lemma shows that in order to obtain a onstant fra tion of the a hievable pro t, a me hanism
should use other edges' ( lients') values to determine the payment (fee) to an edge ( lient). Moreover, for
a hievable pro t to be high, there should be some amount of ompetition among the lients and edges.
0

0

Lemma 6 Let M be a me hanism that is ( ; )-pro t guaranteeing for some onstants and . Let pV
be a fun tion spe ifying the total fees harged by M from all lients and pE be the fun tion used by it to
determine the total payment for all edges. Then, pV should be a fun tion of the utilities of lients (among
other inputs) and pE should be a fun tion of osts of edges (among other inputs).
Proof: Assume to the ontrary that the laim does not hold and (without loss of generality) pV does not
depend on the utilities of lients.
Consider the behavior of M on the following example: There are two lients at the same node and two
edges onne ting this node to the root. Let the respe tive utilities and osts be u1 = u2 = u, and 1 = 2 = .
Now, let r(u) be the maximum revenue that an be generated at the node by a strategy-proof me hanism.
Noti e that r(u) is stri tly in reasing in u. Observe that a truthful au tion an make a pro t of r(u)
by running a Vi krey au tion on edges and generating r(u) from the node. Let u be high enough su h that
r(u)
> (1 )r(u).
M makes a pro t of (M ) = pV ( ) pE ( ; u). Sin e M is ( ; )-pro t guaranteeing, this should be at
least k ( )(r(u) ), where k () is the guarantee given by the me hanism.
5

Let us in rease u and de rease simultaneously. If pE is a fun tion of u, it has to be non de reasing in
u, be ause otherwise as u in reases, there exist suÆ iently low values of for whi h pE < and edges will
refuse to parti ipate, while r(u)
> (1 )r(u), violating the ( ; )-pro t guarantee of M .
Now keeping onstant, we in rease u. Noti e that  (M ) de reases or stays onstant, while r(u)
in reases. Thus at some point,  (M ) < k ( )(r(u)
). This ontradi ts the fa t that M is ( ; )-pro t
guaranteeing.

2

The above lemma suggests that a pro t guaranteeing me hanism should have the following form: It
should run pro t maximizing au tions among lients and among edges separately, and then ombine these
using some algorithm to determine the nal solution. This is a basi outline of our pro t guaranteeing
me hanism.
Some details still need to be taken are of. We should determine the set of lients/edges in the nal
solution after we have run the au tions so that we know the amount of payment to be made to edges
and obtained from nodes. However, for this me hanism to remain strategy-proof, these au tions should be
an ellable (as de ned in Se tion 2.1). Further, in order to a hieve good revenue from the au tions, we need
our input to be ompetitive.

4.1 Competitive Inputs
The pre eding dis ussion motivates the need for ompetition among the agents. As observed in previous
studies [1, 6, 7℄, one annot hope to a hieve a good approximation to pro t in a highly un ompetitive market.
In the ase of au tions, if a market has a single high value agent, no strategy-proof me hanism an extra t
a reasonable fra tion of his utility. On the other hand, the best xed pri e me hanism that has knowledge
of bidders' values, would simply ask the highest bidder for all his value.
Similarly in the ase of multi ast me hanisms, if there is a ut ontaining only one edge, there is no way
of indu ing truthtelling for that edge without paying huge sums of money to it. This is similar to a monopoly
situation. Hen e we restri t our attention to ompetitive markets, where there are suÆ iently many players
so that they an play against ea h other and the me hanism bene ts from the advantages of a free-market
system. We use the following two de nitions of ompetition among edges and nodes.

De nition 2 Consider a graph G = (V; E ) with edge osts . For a ut [S1 : S2 ℄, let S1 ;S2 denote the
heapest edge a ross the ut. G is - ompetitive if there is a onstant  su h that for every set V 0  V , a ross
every ut [S : V 0 n S ℄, there are at least two edges of ost no more than (1 + ) S;V nS .
0

De nition 3 Consider a graph G = (V; E ). G is node ompetitive if there are at least two lients at every
node.

A graph is alled - ompetitive if it is both -edge ompetitive and node ompetitive.

4.2 Known Node Utilities
In this se tion we design and analyze a pro t guaranteeing me hanism for designing multi ast networks when
node utilities are known but the edges are sel sh agents. We assume that the graph is -edge ompetitive.
Noti e that when node utilities are known, we do not have to bother about truthfulness at nodes, and so
we an harge them their true values. Thus we have r = u at every node. In this se tion, we use r and u
inter hangeably.
Before des ribing the me hanism, we rst onsider the simple ase where the set of nodes being served
has been determined and we are to only sele t edges and assign payments to them. Clearly, when the set of
nodes to be served is known, the most eÆ ient solution is to pi k the minimum Steiner tree on these nodes.
Sin e omputing the minimum Steiner tree is NP-hard, we adopt the simpler solution of pi king the MST
whi h is a 2-approximation to the ost of the Steiner tree. We assign Vi krey payments to edges as des ribed
in Se tion 2.1. Also, - ompetitiveness of the input guarantees that these payments will never be more than
(1 + ) times the ost of the MST, whi h is 2(1 + ) times the ost of the most eÆ ient solution.
We will use the above as a subroutine in the main algorithm. Our me hanism is as follows.
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Me hanism M1
1. Ask edges to reveal their bids.

2. Use GW to approximately solve PCST using the revealed edge and node utilities. Let V 0 be the set of
nodes sele ted for servi e, and de ne G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) to be the subgraph of G indu ed by V 0 .

3. Constru t a minimum spanning tree T1 on G0 . The edges in T1 are paid their Vi krey pri es. Prune
the solution from bottom up to improve its eÆ ien y based on Vi krey pri es on edges2 .:
(a) For ea h node i, let e(i) denote its parent edge in the MST and h(i) its hildren nodes.
(b) Compute the surplus of ea h node as follows. The surplus of a leaf node is  (i) = pi pe(i) . For
an internal node, the surplus is pi pe(i) + j 2 h(i):(j )>0  (j ).
( ) Identify all nodes with negative surplus. Delete the subtrees rooted at these nodes. Call this
pruned solution T .

P

4. If the GW solution T1 is non trivial, return the solution T .

5. If T1 is trivial, res ale all the node utilities to u0i = 2ui and rerun GW. If the algorithm again returns
the trivial solution, output \Fail, no positive solution exists".

Lemma 7 The pruning subroutine does not de rease pro t; that is, (T )  (T1 ).
Proof: The pruning step only deletes subtrees with negative surplus.

2

Lemma 8 Me hanism M1 is strategy-proof.
Proof: An edge whi h is in T has no in entive to hange its bid, be ause its payment is independent of its
bid. Moreover, raising its bid may ause it to be dropped from the solution (Lemma 3).
Now onsider an edge that is not in the nal solution. If the edge de reases its bid, it might get sele ted
in the GW solution. If the Vi krey payment is less than the original pri e, then it makes a loss. Now onsider
the ase that the Vi krey payment is more than its pri e. Sin e the edge was not in the GW solution with
its original ost, this suggests that the nodes that it is onne ting are not able to pay for its ost. In that
ase, the pruning step with Vi krey payments will remove this edge. On the other hand, if the edge in reases
its bid, it will still not be sele ted (Lemma 3), and will ontinue to re eive zero payment. Finally, Lemma
1 shows that the pruning step does not indu e dishonesty in edges, sin e we are only pruning edges of the
MST T1 .
2

Lemma 9 If (T  ) = (1

)U , where > 2(1 + ), then the me hanism nds a budget balan ed multi ast
tree with eÆ ien y at least (1  )U and pro t at least (1 2(1+) )U .
1

Proof: Suppose T  is a tree su h that (T  ) = (1 1 )U . Then the value of the PCST obje tive for this
tree is P C (T  ) = 1 U . Hen e GW nds a tree T1 su h that P C (T1 )   U . So we have (T1 )  (1  )U .
Using Lemma 7, the eÆ ien y of the solution is u(T ) (T ) = (T )  (T1 )  (1  )U .
Next, using the fa t that a spanning tree is a 2-approximation for a Steiner tree and the Vi krey pri e of
ea h edge is no more than (1 + ) times the edge ost, we nd that we pay p(TE )  2(1 + ) (T ). Moreover,
we are extra ting u(T ) payments from the edges, so p(TV ) = u(T ). Hen e we have  (T )  (1 2(1+) )U .
This is non-negative, sin e > 2(1 + ).
2

Lemma 10 If M1 outputs \Fail", then there us no non-trivial tree T with (T ) < u(T ).
Proof: Say T is a tree with (T ) < u(T ). Then, 2 (T ) < u0 (T ). Consider the behavior of GW on the
res aled utilities on the graph G[TV ℄. Now, the solution ontaining the entire tree on this new problem has
(PC) ost (T ). Sin e GW is a 2-approximation, it will produ e a solution of (PC) ost at most 2 (T ) (using
Lemma 2). Thus it annot output the trivial solution that has (PC) ost at least 2 (T ).
2
2 This

subroutine is similar to the pruning subroutines of Feigenbaum, et al [3℄ and Johnson, et al [11℄.
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Lemma 11 If for every tree T in the graph we have (T ) > 4u(T ), then M1 outputs \Fail".
Proof: Assume that GW on original utilities returns a non-trivial tree T . Then, if GW is run on the graph
restri ted to TV , it still returns the entire tree (Lemma 2). However, this ontradi ts the 2-approximation
of GW, sin e (T ) > 2u(T ). Now on the res aled utilities, we still have (T ) > 4u(T ) > 2u0 (T ). Thus by
the same argument as before, GW returns the trivial solution.
2

Lemma 12 If M1 returns a non-trivial solution, the solution is budget balan ed and has non-negative eÆien y.

Proof: Step 3 of Me hanism M1 guarantees that the tree returned is budget balan ed, that is,  (T )  0.
Sin e (T )   (T ), we nd that the tree returned has non-negative eÆ ien y (T ).
2
It is easy to he k from the de nition of M1 that NPT, IR, CS and PC are satis ed. We therefore have
the following theorem.

Theorem 13 Me hanism M1 is a ( 2(1+1 ) ; 4)-pro t guaranteeing me hanism.

4.3 Unknown Node Utilities with Competition at Nodes
To adapt M1 to the ase where there are sel sh users at nodes with unknown utilities, we need the input
graph to be - ompetitive. Moreover, we no longer have ri = ui .
Me hanism M2 for this ase adds a new step, (say 1(a)), where we run a an ellable au tion at ea h
node. If ri is the maximum a hievable revenue at ea h node, we know that the SCS au tion of Fiat, et al [6℄
re overs at least ri0 = ri =4 at ea h node. We now treat ri0 as known node utilities, and ontinue with Step 2
onwards of M1 . If the me hanism rea hes Step 5, it uses ri instead of ri0 .
There are two di eren es between this me hanism and M1 . Firstly, in this ase we ompare the pro t
a hieved with the maximum a hievable pro t, whi h in turn is de ned in terms of maximum a hievable
revenue at ea h node. Se ondly, M2 satis es only a weaker notion of CS. That is, ea h node is guaranteed
that some of its lients will get servi e if the maximum a hievable revenue at that node is suÆ iently high.
There is no guarantee of CS in terms of single lients, due to the results in [6℄.

Lemma 14 If r(T  )

(T  ) = (1 1 )R, where > 8(1 + ), M2 nds a budget balan ed multi ast tree
with eÆ ien y at least 14 (1  )R and pro t at least 41 (1 2(1+) )R.
The proof of the above lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 9, and uses the fa t that ri0  ri =4 for all
i. Lemmas 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 ontinue to hold. We therefore have the following theorem.

Theorem 15 M2 is a ( 8(1+1 ) ; 4)-pro t guaranteeing me hanism when both edges and nodes are players and
the input graph is - ompetitive.

4.4 Unknown Node Utilities Without Competition
Finally, we onsider the ase where node utilities are not known, and there is no ompetition at nodes, i.e.
some nodes have only one user. For nodes with multiple users, we use the simple tri k of reating a new
node for ea h lient and atta hing this to its original node using a zero length edge. Thus the me hanism
assumes that there is a single user at every node.
We annot use a strategy-proof me hanism and still maximize pro t, sin e in the absen e of ompetition,
nodes have no in entive to add to our pro t. However, it is possible to give a strategy-proof me hanism whi h
always has non-negative pro t (and thus non-negative eÆ ien y), although it is no longer pro t-guaranteeing.
Me hanism M3 is de ned as follows.
1. Obtain bids

e

from the edges, and ui from the lients.

2. Eliminate all nodes whi h have utility zero.
3. Build an MST on the remaining nodes, and let the pri e of ea h edge be its Vi krey pri e.
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4. Use the Shapley Value me hanism (SV)3 of [13℄ to divide ost of edges among nodes. (Prune the tree
if required by the SV me hanism).

Lemma 16 Me hanism M3 is strategy-proof for nodes and edges.
Proof: M3 is strategy-proof for nodes be ause SV is strategy-proof. For the edges, strategy-proofness
follows from Lemma 1.
2

Theorem 17 Me hanism M3 has non-negative pro t and eÆ ien y.
Proof: This is by de nition, sin e the SV ost allo ation fun tion guarantees that we prune the tree until
we have non-negative pro t.
2
Even though the above me hanism is not a pro t guaranteeing me hanism for any > 0, it satis es
Conditions 1 and 4 of De nition 1, using the above lemmas. Furthermore, if the me hanism outputs the
trivial solution, we an run GW on the entire graph and then again with res aled node utilities (as in M1 )
and if both the runs return the trivial solution, we output \No positive solution". (Noti e that we are again
using ri = ui .) It follows from Lemmas 10 and 11 that this satis es Condition 3 with = 4. As for Condition
2, an example in the appendix shows that even if there is a highly pro table input, M3 ould end up with a
zero pro t solution; though the ondition is trivially satis ed with = 0.

Theorem 18 Me hanism M3 is a (0; 4)-pro t guaranteeing me hanism.

4.5 Running Time and Network Complexity
GW runs in O(n2 log n) time, where n = jV j. The pruning pro

edures require O(n2 ) time, so the running
time of the me hanisms are O(n2 log n). Assuming that all me hanisms are run at the root, we need
O(jE j + jV j) messages to obtain the bids. Moreover, our me hanisms have been de ned su h that the only
other ommuni ation is when the root tells the agents the nal out ome.

5 Con lusions
The hardness results make it lear that in the absen e of any distributional assumptions, it is impossible to
obtain any approximation to pro t in arbitrary graphs for the problem of designing multi ast networks when
both edges and nodes are agents. In this paper, we give me hanisms that approximate pro t and eÆ ien y
when there exists a highly eÆ ient solution. We de ne the on ept of pro t guaranteeing me hanisms, whi h
is one reasonable way of measuring the performan e of su h me hanisms, where even de iding whether
there exists a non-trivial eÆ ient solution is NP-hard. Improving the parameters of our pro t guaranteeing
me hanisms remain open. It would also be interesting to see if su h me hanisms exist for other hard problems.
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A Appendix
A.1 The GW Algorithm for PCST and Proofs
Consider the following integer programming formulation of PCST. For a subset of nodes R, let zR be 1 if
that subset is not spanned by the sele ted tree. Then the following IP (PCIP) des ribes PCST:

X

min

e xe

e2E

x(Æ(S )) +

X

+

Xz

RS

RV :r2
=R

R

X

RV :r2
=R

zR u(R)

 1 8S  V : r 2= S
1

zR

The dual of the linear relaxation of PCIP is PCD:
max

Xy

S :r2
=S

X

S :e2Æ(S )

S

yS

Xy

S R

S



e

8e 2 E

 u(R) 8R  V : r 2= R
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GW is a primal-dual algorithm, whi h begins by setting all dual variables yS to zero. Sets S whi h are
in lusion wise minimal and su h that their orresponding primal onstraints are violated are alled valid
sets. GW raises the dual values of valid sets simultaneously while maintaining dual feasibility. If an edge
onstraint in the dual be omes tight, the orresponding edge has its primal value set to 1, and is sele ted in
the solution. Duals are raised only until the total utility inside the sets an pay for them. Sets that exhaust
all the utility inside them (and are thus unable to grow their duals) are alled dead. When no dual variable
an be raised any further, the algorithm stops and goes into a se ond stage. At the end of the rst stage,
there are some nodes onne ted to the root by a tree. Other nodes belong to sets that died before rea hing
the root.
In the se ond stage (the pruning stage), all nodes that are not onne ted to the root are dis arded. Nodes
belonging to sets that did not die before rea hing the root are retained and onne ted to the root. Other
nodes that belong to dead sets, but were still onne ted to the root at the end of the rst step are retained
if they are on the path from the root to some other alive set. The retained nodes and tree on them form the
nal solution. Goemans et al [8℄ prove that the total utility of all nodes in the nal solution is at least 12 the
ost of the tree onne ting them. This gives a 2-approximation to the problem of minimizing (T ) + u(T ).
For a detailed des ription of the algorithm and its analysis, the reader is referred to [8℄.
Proof of Lemma 2: The statement simply follows from the observation that the behavior of GW in terms
of the dual variables whi h are a e ted by T is una e ted by the rest of the graph. Hen e if we restri t our
attention to G0 , the behavior of GW is un hanged, and it returns T .
2
Proof of Lemma 3: Suppose edge e has its ost in reased by a small amount, from e to 0e . If the edge
was not tight in G, then learly it will not be tight in G0 either. If it was tight in G, then it may or may not
be tight in G0 . However, from the des ription of the algorithm, it follows that the set of nodes sele ted in
G0 annot in lude a node whi h wasn't sele ted in G. These two observations omplete the proof.
2

A.2 Me hanism M is not pro t guaranteeing
3

The following example shows that even in the presen e of a solution with extremely high surplus, Me hanism

M3 may return the trivial solution. The graph onsists of n + 2 nodes (one being the root), arranged in a
y le. One of the neighbors of the root is a spe ial node with utility k . This is onne ted to the root with
an edge of ost 2. All other nodes have utility Æ , and all other edges have ost 1. Let Æ be small enough so
that nÆ << k . Hen e U  k . Moreover, k is su h that k + nÆ < n.
The me hanism will rst pi k the MST, whi h is all the edges of ost 1. The MST osts n. Any kind of

ost allo ation will prune out all the nodes, and return the trivial solution. However, the solution onsisting
of just the spe ial node and the edge of ost 2 has eÆ ien y k 2  U .
It an also be shown that \ ltering" nodes with very low utility does not help, by a simple modi ation
of the above example.

A.3 Pruning Rules and Cost Division Methods

P

Suppose we are given a rooted tree T , with edge osts e and node utilities ui . We want to sele t a subtree T 0
of T and allo ate osts p(i) to the nodes, su h that p(i)  ui for all nodes i and i2T p(i) = (T 0 ), that is,
the ost of the subtree is re overed from the nodes. Su h a ost allo ation fun tion is alled budget-balan ed.
Given any ost allo ation fun tion p, the following is a pruning subroutine whi h omputes T 0 :
0

1. Set T 0 = T .
2. Mark all nodes \alive".
3. For all alive nodes i, ompute p(i).
4. While there exists a node with p(i) > ui :
(a) Mark all nodes with p(i) > ui to be \dead".
(b) For every edge, if all nodes downstream of it are dead, delete the edge from T 0 .
( ) Re ompute p(i) for all alive nodes i to distribute the osts of the edges in T 0 to the alive nodes.
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5. Return T 0 , and the set of alive nodes.
The Shapley Value ost allo ation fun tion [5, 13℄ is as follows. For any edge e, let ae denote the number
of alive nodes downstream of it. For any node i, let E (i) be the set of edges in the path from the node to
the root. Then we de ne p(i) = e2E (i) e =ae . In other words, the ost of every edge is distributed equally
among the alive nodes downstream of it.
Another budget-balan ed ost allo ation fun tion is the Jain-Vazirani fun tion (JV), derived from the
Primal-Dual algorithm for omputing a minimum spanning tree. Essentially, ea h alive node maintains a
ounter, and all ounters are initially at zero. All ounters go up at the same rate, and initially, ea h ounter
\loads" the edge immediately upstream of the node. When the sum of ounter values loading an edge equals
the ost of the edge, we say the edge is \tight", and all ounters loading the edge are moved up to load
the edge immediately upstream of it, with their values reset to zero. For ea h node, this goes on until the
ounter nishes loading the edge adja ent to the root. At this point, the node i is harged p(i) whi h is
de ned to be the sum of the values rea hed by all its ounters on the path between the node and the root.
For a detailed dis ussion of the JV fun tion, the reader is referred to their paper [10℄.

P
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